
Science Communication Book Analysis

Description of our book and survey

Over the summer, CCA IGEM’s Science
Communications department wrote a book
titled Fundamentals of Synthetic Biology and
Biochemistry: An introduction to general biology
with an emphasis on Synthetic Biology and
Biochemistry in order bring light to synthetic
biology within our community, hoping to spark
interest in topics related to the science of
biochemistry.

Our original book was 114 pages long, covering
various biochemistry topics including its
applications in advancing our future and
strengthening the workforce, along with several
other miscellaneous but very important sections
concerning lab safety, ethics, and current
research in synthetic biology and biochemistry.

Additionally, we shortened our book to roughly
34 pages, making it more readable and efficient
for everyone. We anticipated that most of our
audience won’t be interested in reading a 100
page book, so we also included a shorter version
to encompass both audiences.

But, to make sure no important information was
lost in the process, we selectively indentified the
most parts of each chapter, along with excluding
certain chapters that were not as relevant to the
topic at hand.

We also translated our abridged, or shortened,
version of the book into five of the most
common languages that are spoken by
members of our diverse iGEM team: Spanish,
Telugu, Korean, Chinese, and Farsi. This includes
a much wider audience, as these languages
constitute some of the most spoken languages



across the globe. We combined machine
learning translation with human verifiers to
accelerate the process, including as many
languages as possible.

Furthermore, we also recorded an audio version
of the abridged English book to make our book
even more accessible to more people, such as
those who have impaired vision or even those
who merely prefer listening to audio as opposed
to reading. Many prefer to listen to audiobooks
while going on walks or drives instead of sitting
down to read a lengthy book, and the audio
version published on Spotify achieves just that.

After compiling all and distributing the various
versions of the book, we sent out a survey
encompassing almost all they could give us
feedback about our book. The main indicator for
the informativeness of our book was the short
quiz we made about the main ideas in our book,
which we had participants take before and after
reading the test.

Age Range

The age range of those we surveyed was mostly
under 18 or in high school, with the second
largest category being ages 45-54 and then
18-25. Therefore, most of the participants either
are in the process of receiving their high school
diploma or already have some sort of degree and
currently hold an occupation.

Gender



The gender of our participants were equally split
50% and 50% for male and female. We did not
have a specific target gender for this survey and
were hoping for approximately the same
number to represent men and women, so the
results of the gender for all of the participants
were what we were aiming for when reaching
out to others to fill out the survey.

Highest Degree of Education

After circulating this survey across the nation,
most of our respondents were high schoolers.
This may positively influence our data, as a lot of
high schoolers have recently learned these
topics making the starting score higher than
expected.

Additionally, most of our participants signified
interest in pursuing a career in synthetic biology,
meaning that the starting scores would be
higher than usual.

The second largest group already have a
bachelor’s or master’s degree, who although
have more knowledge generally are more likely
to forget the techniques as per the Ebbinghaus
Effect.

Knowledge Level of Book

We asked our participants the knowledge level
of the book, or how advanced they think it is. The
most common answer was 7/10, which was
around what we had been hoping for. We didn’t
want the book to be too easy and childish so that
our target audience, high school students to
adults, would find it boring, but we wanted it to
be hard enough for amateurs of synthetic
biology and biochemistry to understand it and
learn from it.



The mean score of the knowledge level of the
book was 7.04, just above 7, and the median
score was 7. We did have one outlier of 3, which
was mostly likely from an expert in the field who
knew most of the topics already and found the
book to be relatively easy.

Readability

Another factor that was important to us in our
book was readability. We defined readability as
how interesting the book was to read and how
easy it was to understand. We understood that
diving into much too advanced topics or
spending too many pages discussing a single
topic would make the book less interesting and
deter the general public from accessing it.
Therefore, making our biochemistry book
readable was a major goal that we considered
throughout our writing of the book.

The participants in the survey mostly found our
book very readable, with the average score being
8.12/10 and the median being 8. There were no
significant outliers in our data, indicating that
the participants responding to this question all
found the book relatively readable.

Engagement



Engagement is directly related to how
interesting and engaging our readers
considered our book to be. We tried to make it as
engaging as possible by tying concepts covered
with real-life applications and adding practice
problems and activities throughout the book so
that our readers could practice their
biochemistry skills and assess how much they
learned from the specific chapter.

Our engagement data was more skewed and
uneven, but there is a clear peak in the curve at a
score of 7/10. The mean engagement score is a
7.4 and the median is a 7. Therefore, although
the target engagement would be a 10, our
engagement score is still very impressive
considering that not all of the participants may
be interested in synthetic biology and
biochemistry.

Impact of Book on Readers

Lastly, we wanted to measure how great of an
impact our book had on future academic
interests of our readers. We did expect the
majority of participants in the survey to be in
high school, so we hoped that our book inspired
them to consider a career in biochemistry,
biology, synthetic biology, or other related fields
discussed in the book.

Out of the people who did not yet have a job,
84% of participants indicated that they were
inspired, while 16% indicated that they were not
inspired, implying that they found the book less
engaging or already had a future career path in
mind before reading our book. 21% overall
indicated that they already have a job and
therefore could not answer the question.

Score Improvement



In order to determine score improvement, we
subtracted the initial score from the final score
for every participant using a spreadsheet. We
then inputted the values into a bar graph to see
the distribution of how much

Evidently, most of the survey participants did
improve at least by one point, but most of them
improved by more than three points.
Interestingly, some participants scored
negatively, which was probably because they
didn’t thoroughly read the book.

Engagement vs. Score Improvement

We wanted to compare the correlation between
the engagement score and the difference
between the participants’ first and second score.
In order to do this, we subtracted the final score
from the pre-reading score and then made a
graph with that person’s self-evaluated
engagement score.

The graph does have a positive correlation with a
slope of 0.785. As shown in the graph, rarely
anyone got a score of 0 or below, indicating that
the majority of participants did improve and
therefore learned from our book. The three
people who indicated that they paid the most
attention also improved the most on the
post-reading quiz, while those who did not
improve usually had an engagement score that
was less than the average, 7.4/10.

Therefore, our data reveals that those who did
actively pay attention to the contents of our
book did actually learn the most, as there is a
positive correlation between the difference in
scores of the pre and post reading survey and
the engagement that they indicated.

Engagement vs. Post Reading Score



We also wanted to evaluate the participants’
engagement compared to their post reading
score. The difference in scores is an effective way
of telling how much the participants learned,
but it could be a more faulty graph as there
could be many participants who already knew a
lot of the material covered in the book and
therefore did not learn as much. That is why we
are now finding correlation between the
participants’ indicated engagement and their
final score.

The graph shows a much stronger positive trend
than the score improvement graph. There is a
positive slope of 0.563. The clear outlier at (3,1), or
a score of 3 for engagement and final quiz score
of ⅛, indicates that the person who paid the
least amount of attention to the book also got
the lowest score by far. The next few points also
show the same general pattern, but we see that
as we pass a score of 7 in engagement, the final
scores become pretty similar.

The data indicates that those who paid more
attention to the book did generally perform
better on the final quiz, but after a certain score
of engagement--7, meaning pretty good
engagement--most participants performed
similarly. Therefore, those who somewhat paid
attention still benefited and learned from the
book, which means that our book had good
readability and was easy to understand.

Gender vs. Final Score



From our data, we observed that gender had no
effect on the final score of the post-reading
score. There was an even distribution of ages
throughout the top scores of 8, and there was an
even distribution of genders throughout the
scores that did poorly.

From the fact that gender had little effect on the
final reading scores, we can infer that our book
had little bias towards one gender and that both
genders learned equally well from the contents
of our book. We can also infer that no specific
gender felt marginalized or offended by our
book, as then the score distribution would be
more skewed in regards to gender.

Overall, we are very pleased with the fact that
the final score was evenly distributed
throughout both genders who took the survey
as it demonstrates that our book was inclusive
and did not marginalize any groups. We want to
have inclusivity for both genders in our science
communication, so we reached our goal of
educating and reaching all genders in our
education to the community.

Question Design



In our quiz, we strategically selected questions
that encompass the central themes of our book.

For starters, the first question requires
respondents to remember every facet of forensic
chemistry, rather than simply linking the
question to one answer. This encourages more
active recall, helping foster long term
potentiation.

Additionally, rather than focusing on minute
details, we focus on helping readers grasp the
fundamental premises of synthetic biology, like
the equipment used to carry out experiments.

Description of topics covered in book

Introduction: In this book, we cover topics under the large branch of Biochemistry. From energy
transfers to lab safety, this book is guaranteed to give anyone the basic knowledge of Biochemistry.
With 18 sections, we cover:

● How energy is transferred, stored, and made in cells through cellular respiration and
photosynthesis

● Metabolic reactions in plants, animals, and bacteria
● What certain molecules do in a cell and how they do their tasks
● The structure, components, and uses of DNA, RNA, and enzymes
● The creation of DNA, RNA, proteins, and various enzymes in a cell
● How genes are passed down from generation to generation
● Calculating percentages on what gene will be passed down to the next generation
● Gene editing, CRISPR, and cutting enzymes & Genetic Diseases
● Applications of structural biology
● Classification and uses of enzymes found in cells
● Measurement of Enzyme Activity
● The synthesis, history, shape, classification, and uses of synthetic and natural polymers

This book also covers the non-scientific topics of Biochemistry such as the technology, benefits, and
methods to research biological chemicals as well as to use them safely. With many sections under
this topic, we cover:

● The uses of biochemistry in forensics, as well as how forensic scientists study chemical trails
left behind at a crime scene

● Lab procedures and equipment



● This section includes uses and proper safety techniques of lab equipment
● Careers in biochemistry, the prerequisites to a career in biochemistry, and what you might

find in a biochemistry course
● The way animals use biochemistry to their advantage in the wild
● Terminology of biochemicals found in nature
● Environmental processes involving biochemistry
● The 4 “spheres” of the earth; the atmosphere, biosphere, geosphere, and hydrosphere
● The real-world applications of biochemistry in food, manufacturing, and environmental

cleanup

Impact + Significance: This book covers a wide array of topics in the field of biochemistry,
encompassing a plethora of scientifically related topics as well as discussing relevant technology
and implications of the field. The book is a brief, yet comprehensive, easy to understand, but
advanced in content read, designed for readers ranging from students seeking to immerse
themselves in biochemical and related knowledge, to adults and even professionals in the field,
whether it would be from curiosity or by trade. The book was written in alignment with the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS), an updated K-12 science curriculum currently fully
implemented in 19 states, developed by the National Science Teachers Association and various
science and education experts. This curriculum revolves around three main pillars: practices,
crosscutting concepts, and core ideas, which is reflected and implemented throughout the book,
and was designed to challenge students to think critically, analytically connect concepts
independently, and develop the skills necessary for future scientists to succeed in the modern
scientific landscape.

In particular, the book extends beyond traditional classroom concepts and includes sections on
biotechnology, current research in the field, and potential relevant careers. These sections are
designed to encourage readers to pursue potential future paths of interests, and to give readers an
updated assessment of the field of biochemistry.

Dunning Kruger Effect



The Dunning Kruger Effect is a cognitive bias where people with limited/little knowledge in a
certain topic or field, overestimate their knowledge or competence in comparison to criteria and to
their peers.

We put heavy emphasis when designing our survey and book, as we knew that this false
over-confidence could lead to potentially skewed data and uncareful readings of our book,
producing data unreflective of the true quality of our book.

Thus, we created a pre-reading quiz and a post reading quiz in order to help readers who could
potentially be affected by the Dunning Kruger Effect. This pre-reading quiz provided identical
questions as the post-reading quiz for data analysis purposes, but was set at an appropriate
difficulty to make sure readers were accurately aware of their own abilities and would take the rest
of our survey in our intended way.

Favorite Part of the Book

We asked our participants their favorite part of
the book with a free response question at the
end of the survey. We wanted to see which
section was the most interesting for the most
people, so that we can know which subjects to
include if we decide to write another book next
year.

Many of our participants indicated that their
favorite part of the book was Forensics
Chemistry or the ethics section. This indicates
that these sections were probably the most well
written and also generally the most engaging
related to the field of biochemistry


